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Lippincott Q&A Review for NCLEX-RN, 12th edition is designed to help pre-licensure nursing
students prepare to take the licensing examination. Students and faculty also use the book is as a
study guide and practice tests for preparing for faculty-made examinations. Because the questions
found in the book are also available in PassPoint, the products used together act as an ongoing
assessment tool to monitor progress throughout the nursing curriculum.Â The book is designed to
support the four major content areas in pre-licensure programs: obstetrics, pediatrics,
medical-surgical, and mental health nursing.Â Within each of the four sections, chapters are
organized around common health problems. When studying, students can select examinations that
parallel the content in a particular course in a variety of curricula. PassPoint offers the same
flexibility for review and study. The textbook also includes six comprehensive examinations to
provide students a realistic example of the NCLEX-RN test, in which test items are randomized by
subject area and difficulty.Â This consistently bestselling NCLEX-RN review book features more
than 6,000 high-level questions that prompt active learning and higher-order thinking. The questions
support the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) 2016 RN test plan and are written
in the style used on the licensing examination. Other features include the use of all the types of
alternate-format questions found on the licensing examination,Â detailed rationale for both correct
and incorrect answers, information about the NCLEX-RN, study tips, and a "Content Mastery and
Test-Taking Self Analysis" grid by which students can chart their own progress and modify study
plans as needed. The accompanying site on thePoint provides an opportunity for students to
practice taking computer-generated exams as well as taking â€œaudioâ€• questions that require
students to listen to audio files to answer.
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This book was recommended to me by a nursing professor. This is the newest edition so it wasn't
highly reviewed on but from what I read on the previous editions reviews I decided to try it. I love
that each section is broken down by systems. For example, the Adult Health unit is broken into
respiratory, cardiac, hematology..etc. This aspect helps break the content up and I am able to focus
in on what body system I am not the best with. I recommended this to all of my fellow nursing
students as we prepare for the nclex.

This book has a lot of questions and rationales to help you understand. The online assess makes it
better and helps you to pick as much as 265 questions (if you can handle it in one sitting ðŸ˜œ) I
took my board and passed with 75 questions on july1st. I will suggest that nursing students buy this
to help them prepare.

I already had the 11th edition & loved it. Wonderful study resource in nursing school. So, I bought
the 12th edition when it first came out thinking that it would be full of new questions & I would love it
just as much. It is almost the same EXACT book! Only a few new questions here or there. Don't
waste your money on it if you already have the 11th edition.

I LOVE this book! I just bought it,and it has already helped me with so much! Endless supply of
questions. I take my boards very soon... Hopefully I will pass!

Great questions with rationales very helpful for preparation of nclex!

Being a foreign educated Nurse preparing for NCLEX is very challenging. There is a huge difference
between the Nursing practice in the US compared to the Philippines. My husband gave this to me
as a gift in preparation for my state board exam. Currently reading and answering these questions
and I must say content wise, I am learning a lot everyday and I think purchasing this book will help
me ace my exam in the coming month. The concepts are very detailed and well explained, the

questions are very challenging and tricky but the rationale has been very helpful.

I really like this book. It gives you thousands of questions with a rationale. I also took a HURST
review and as I studied material I was answering questions in this book. Btw I passed my boards :)

I've BEEN an RN for 31 years, and use these to brush up on things, or just be a reminder. I still find
the computerized 75 question nursing boards to be horrifically inadequate (had to answer 1000 over
2 days, 4 sections, and any less than 600 right was failure). I still like to keep up with what is being
taught, even though I'm disabled now. I still am an RN, an don't plan to ever let that go
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